‘Loving Forever’

Loving for Life

CREATIVE LOVE

‘Loving Forever ’ Module is presented;
• By billings LIFE Educators, who will reinforce that marriage is a life long bond
of FREE, TOTAL, FAITHFUL AND FRUITFUL LOVE.
• By Educators who will deliver the Program to all students with love,
compassion and understanding, recognizing the goodness and dignity of each
young person.
• In large and small mixed groups with students able to freely discuss
information and values within the structured frame work.
• By Educators who agree to abide by the objectives of Loving for Life WA

Relationship Programs based on Christian Sexuality

The 3 modules in the Loving for Life series are:
‘Towards Loving’		
yr 7/8
‘Choosing to Love’
yr 9/10
‘Loving Forever’		
yr 11/12

Loving For Life

The ‘Loving Forever’ module is the third in a series of Christian Sexuality Programs
developed for secondary school students.
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‘Therefore a man leaves his mother and father
and cleaves to his wife, and they become one
flesh’ Genesis 2:24

Outline of ‘Loving Forever’ sessions for young people:
‘Husband and wife through that mutual gift of themselves
which is properly theirs and exclusive to them alone,
develop that union of two persons in which they perfect
one another, in order to co-operate with God in the
generation and education of new life’
Encyclical, Humanae Vitae – 8

Looking towards ‘Loving Forever’:
Identify our natural desire for the ‘best love’.

Creating a family naturally:
• The natural requirements of conception.
• The processes of natural procreation.
• Analysis of fertility replacement therapies.

Contemporary family models and relationships :
Why we form families. Family member’s interactions and needs.

Loving Forever’ is a thought provoking Program which challenges young adults to consider their
future relationship of exclusive ‘Forever Love’. It invites them to look at how their inner desire
for exclusive creative love can be met in a sacred relationship: Sacramental Marriage.

Choices: Contraception compared to Holistic NFP.
Knowledge/information on the management of fertility.

Contemporary views of Love:

Evaluate how love is expressed today. What do we really want in love?

‘Loving Forever’ Objectives

Love Triangle:

Explore the ingredients that make a ‘Forever Love’ relationship.

Pathway to ‘Loving Forever’

• To appreciate the value of fertility
• To reflect on the creation of a future family
• To evaluate the choices of fertility management
• To stress that accurate information allows for good choices
• To contemplate what Love is

Conclusion:

Today: Looking towards my tomorrow.

• To examine the many aspects of intercourse in marriage
• To become aware of the benefits of preparation for a future committed relationship
• To realise that the foundations for that relationship are important today
• To understand sacramental marriage

‘The Christian family is a communion of persons, a sign
and image of the communion of the Father and the Son
in the Holy Spirit. In the procreation and education of
children it reflects the Father’s work of creation.’
Catechism of the Catholic Church:
Index 2205

• Examine relationship choices today and evaluate the impact those choices may have on
‘Forever Love’.
• Understand the value of building good foundations now for future committed love.
• Marriage: Sacramental or secular?
• ‘Forever Love’ is: Creative, Total, Committed and Free.

The Christian family;

